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Super funds well positioned to ride out volatile markets 
Super funds had a disappointing September with the median growth fund (61 to 80% in growth assets) down 3.1%, mainly on 
the back of falls in domestic and global share markets. However, share markets have staged a recovery in the past couple of 
weeks, and we estimate that the median growth fund is up a healthy 2.1% in October so far. Looking at the three-and-a-half 
months of the financial year to date, the median growth fund is in the black with a return of 1.5%. 
 
Chant West Senior Investment Research Manager, Mano Mohankumar, says that both share and bond markets were down 
in September as the US Federal Reserve and other central banks reiterated their commitment to controlling inflation, with 
monetary tightening quashing hopes of any interest rate cuts in the near future. “Markets got over-optimistic and were sold off 
when it became clear that central banks were prioritising inflation control at the expense of economic growth. We’re now in a 
period of heightened volatility, with markets reacting sharply to every indicator that might point to the size and timing of the 
next interest rate move. 
 
“Super funds are well-diversified, but listed shares are still the main drivers of performance and that accounted for the 
negative return in September. Both Australian and international share markets fell sharply, down 6.3% and 8.4%, 
respectively. However, the Australian dollar also fell sharply against the US dollar, as it usually does during periods of share 
market weakness, reducing the international shares loss to 3.2% in unhedged terms. With bond yields rising over the month 
those markets were also down, with Australian and international bonds retreating 1.4% and 3.5%, respectively.  
 
“Most major super funds diversify their portfolios far beyond these traditional listed assets, with meaningful allocations to 
assets such as unlisted property, unlisted infrastructure and private equity which help cushion the blow when listed markets 
fall, which is what we saw in September. However, with 55% still allocated to listed share markets, growth funds are able to 
capture a meaningful proportion of the upside when those markets perform strongly, and that’s what we’ve seen so far in 
October. This diversification helps funds ride out market volatility, which results in a smoother ride for their members.” 
 
Table 1 compares the median performance to the end of September 2022 for each of the traditional diversified risk categories 
in Chant West’s Multi-Manager Survey, ranging from All Growth to Conservative. All risk categories have generally met their 
typical long-term return objectives, which range from CPI + 1.75% for Conservative funds to CPI + 4.25% for All Growth. 
 

Table 1: Traditional Diversified Fund Performance (Results to 30 September 2022) 

Risk 
Category 

Growth 
Assets 

(%) 

1 Mth  
(%) 

3 Mths 
(%) 

FYTD  
(%) 

1 Yr  
(%) 

3 Yrs 
(% pa) 

5 Yrs 
(% pa) 

7 Yrs 
(% pa) 

10 Yrs 
(% pa) 

15 Yrs 
(% pa) 

All Growth  96 – 100 -4.7 -1.0 -1.0 -9.2 4.1 6.8 7.9 9.3 5.3 

High Growth 81 – 95 -3.7 -0.6 -0.6 -7.1 4.3 6.5 7.4 8.8 5.5 

Growth  61 – 80 -3.1 -0.6 -0.6 -5.7 3.7 5.5 6.4 7.6 5.1 

Balanced  41 – 60 -2.4 -0.5 -0.5 -4.6 2.4 4.4 5.0 6.1 4.8 

Conservative 21 – 40 -1.5 -0.4 -0.4 -3.7 1.4 3.1 3.8 4.6 4.3 

Note: Performance is shown net of investment fees and tax. It is before administration fees.  

Source: Chant West 

Chant West philosophy: to ensure we capture an accurate picture of the market in any given month, we publish our 
monthly performance data once we’ve received responses from at least 80% of our growth fund universe. 



 

 
 

Lifecycle products behaving as expected 
Mohankumar says that while the Growth category is still where most people have their super invested, a meaningful number 
are now in so-called ‘lifecycle’ products. “Most retail funds have adopted a lifecycle design for their MySuper defaults where 
members are allocated to an age-based option that’s progressively de-risked as that cohort gets older,” he says. 
 
“It’s difficult to make direct comparisons of the performance of these age-based options with the traditional options that are 
based on a single risk category, and for that reason we report them separately. Table 2 shows the median performance for 
each of the retail age cohorts, together with their current median allocation to growth assets. For comparison purposes, it also 
includes a row for traditional MySuper Growth options – nearly all of which are not-for-profit funds. Care should be taken 
when comparing the performance of the retail lifecycle cohorts with the median MySuper Growth option, however, as they’re 
managed differently so their level of risk varies over time.” 
 
 

Table 2: Median Retail MySuper Lifecycle Cohort Performance (Results to 30 September 2022) 

 Median 
Growth 
Assets 

1 Mth  
(%) 

3 Mths 
(%) 

FYTD  
(%) 

1 Yr 
(%) 

3 Yrs  
(% pa) 

5 Yrs 
(% pa) 

7 Yrs 
(% pa) 

Since  
Jan 2014 

(% pa) 

1990s 90 -4.8 -1.0 -1.0 -8.7 3.0 5.7 6.5 6.3 

1980s 90 -4.8 -1.1 -1.1 -8.9 3.0 5.6 6.5 6.4 

1970s 90 -4.9 -1.1 -1.1 -8.9 2.8 5.5 6.4 6.3 

1960s 76 -4.2 -1.2 -1.2 -8.3 1.8 4.4 5.3 5.4 

1950s 53 -3.4 -1.2 -1.2 -7.8 0.8 3.5 3.4 3.8 

1940s 46 -3.3 -1.1 -1.1 -7.8 0.6 3.0 3.3 3.6 

MySuper 
Growth 71 -3.1 -0.5 -0.5 -5.6 3.8 5.5 6.4 6.5 

Notes: 
1. Performance is shown net of investment fees and tax. It is before administration fees. 
2. January 2014 represents the introduction of MySuper. 
Source: Chant West 
 
 
Despite the falls in global share markets so far in 2022, options that have higher allocations to growth assets have done 
better over most periods shown. Younger members of retail lifecycle products – those born in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s – 
have held their own against the MySuper Growth median over the five-year period and longer. However, they’ve done so by 
taking on significantly more share market risk. On average, these younger cohorts have at least 20% more invested in listed 
shares and listed real assets than the typical MySuper Growth option. 
 
The 1960s cohort has generally underperformed the median MySuper Growth option. This is partly due to a lower allocation 
to growth assets up until about two years ago, when lifecycle product providers revised their glide paths to delay the de-
risking process until older ages. Another reason for this underperformance is a lower allocation to unlisted assets, which have 
performed well, and a higher allocation to traditional defensive asset sectors, such as bonds and cash, which have been the 
weakest performing sectors since the introduction of MySuper.  
 
The oldest cohorts (those born in the 1950s or earlier) are relatively less exposed to growth assets, so you would expect 
them to underperform the MySuper Growth median over longer periods. Capital preservation is more important at those ages, 
so while they miss out on the full benefit in rising markets, older members in retail lifecycle options are generally better 
protected in the event of market weakness.  
 
 
  



 

Long-term performance remains above target 
MySuper products have only been operating for eight years, so when considering performance it’s important to remember 
that super is a much longer-term proposition. Since the introduction of compulsory super in 1992, the median growth fund has 
returned 7.7% p.a. The annual CPI increase over the same period is 2.6%, giving a real return of 5.1% p.a. – well above the 
typical 3.5% target. Even looking at the past 20 years, which includes four major share market downturns – the ‘tech wreck’ in 
2002-2003, the GFC in 2007-2009, COVID-19 in 2020 and the 2022 calendar year driven by high inflation and rising interest 
rates to combat it – super funds have returned 7.1% p.a., which is still comfortably ahead of the typical objective. 
 
The chart below shows that, for the majority of the time, the median growth fund has exceeded its return objective over rolling 
10-year periods, which is a commonly used timeframe consistent with the long-term focus of super. The exceptions are two 
periods between mid-2008 and late-2017, when it fell behind. This is because of the devastating impact of the 16-month GFC 
period (end-October 2007 to end-February 2009) during which growth funds lost about 26% on average. 
 
 

Growth Funds – Rolling 10 Year Performance (Returns – % pa) 

  

 
 

Note: The CPI figure for the September quarter 2022 is an estimate. 
Source: Chant West 
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©Zenith CW Pty Ltd ABN 20 639 121 403 (Chant West), Authorised Representative of Zenith Investment Partners Pty Ltd ABN 27 103 132 672, 
AFSL 226872 under AFS Representative Number 1280401, 2022. Our services may only be used by persons who have entered into a licence 
agreement with us, and use is subject to the terms of that licence agreement. Products, reports, ratings (Information) are based on data which may 
be sourced from a third party and may not contain all the information required to evaluate the nominated product providers, you are responsible for 
obtaining further information as required.  To the extent that any Information provided is advice, it is General Advice (s766B Corporations Act).  
Individuals should seek their own independent financial advice and consider the appropriateness of any financial product in light of their own 
circumstances and needs before making any investment decision. Chant West has not taken into account the objectives, financial situation or needs 
of any specific person who may access or use the Information provided, including target markets of financial products, where applicable. It is not a 
specific recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any product(s) and is subject to change at any time without prior notice. Individuals should 
consider the appropriateness of any advice in light of their own objectives, financial situations or needs and should obtain a copy of and consider 
any relevant PDS or offer document before making any decision. Information is provided in good faith and is believed to be accurate, however, no 
representation, warranty or undertaking is provided in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Information. Information provided is subject to 
copyright and may not be reproduced, modified or distributed without the consent of the copyright owner. Except for any liability which cannot be 
excluded, Chant West does not accept any liability whether direct or indirect, arising from use of the Information. Past performance is not an 
indication of future performance. Chant West ratings and research are prepared by Chant West and are not connected in any way to research and 
ratings prepared by any of our related entities. Full details regarding Chant West’s research methodology, processes, ratings definitions are 
available at www.chantwest.com.au and Chant West’s Financial Services Guide is available at www.chantwest.com.au/financial-services-guide. 

About Chant West 
Senior Investment Research Manager Mano Mohankumar and General Manager  
Ian Fryer are available to discuss this release. Please call Amanda Ayshford on  
(02) 9361 1442 to arrange a time. 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
International share market returns in this media release are sourced from MSCI. This data is the   
property of MSCI. No use or distribution without written consent. Data provided “as is” without any 
warranties. MSCI assumes no liability for or in connection with the data. Product is not sponsored, 
endorsed, sold or promoted by MSCI. Please see complete MSCI disclaimer. 
 
 

Ian has worked in the superannuation 
industry for about 25 years in a range 
of research, consulting, actuarial and 
administration roles. 

Mano has over 20 years of 
experience in the finance industry 
and regularly provides media 
comment on superannuation and 
investment matters. 

Mano Mohankumar       Ian Fryer  
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